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Who Speaks and Who Hears?

First, Second and Third Persons in Psalm Interpretation
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The Harp of Prophecy 1 is a richly rewarding collection, not only because of the immense depth and breadth of scholarship displayed in its presentation of the early Christian sources, but also, as several of the endorsements on the cover already make clear, because that scholarship is deployed in such a way as to provoke reflection on the nature of biblical reading and interpretation, and in particular on what is going on when ancient words are spoken in with and for contemporary communities that read them as scripture.
As the essays in this collection demonstrate, the Psalms are particularly well suited as the focus for such an exploration, and the patristic exegetes recognised and indeed assumed this. One of the most arresting ideas in the early Christian exegesis of the Psalms, discussed in the introduction to The Harp of Prophecy and approached from different perspectives in several of the essays, is the idea that the Psalms are distinctive not because of their semantic context but because of their grammatical form. Specifically, the feature of the Psalms that 2 demands interpretation is their indexicality -beginning from the fact that they are often phrased as first-person speech. 'Who speaks the Psalms?' has an urgency about it as a question that other biblical books do not, because so much of the interpretation depends on who is saying it.
There is an obvious response to "Who speaks the Psalms?" -obvious for the interpreters studied in The Harp of Prophecy at least. The Psalms are spoken in worship every day. Psalm interpretation -as is frequently discussed in The Harp of Prophecyoriginates not from hearing or reading the first-person speech but primarily from voicing the first-person speech. We might hypothesise, then, that the interpretive text, the commentary or the spiritual manual, comes from 'hearing oneself speak' the psalms. To use very anachronistic terminology -which is probably unavoidable when the twenty-first century tries to listen to the early Christian centuries -we might suggest that psalm interpretation is a matter of becoming 'self-conscious' at the point where the self is being refigured and revoiced through the psalm text.
Locating psalm interpretation in this space of "hearing oneself speak" helps to explain its specific existential as well as intellectual urgency. I was frequently reminded when project themselves into the scriptures" (220). This exchange is made possible by the primary exchange between Christ and believers (as Cameron puts it, "life given for death, justice given for guilt") -and all of this can be seen, or heard, going on in the Psalms. The pray-er of the Psalms can take up the voice of the totus Christus speaking the words of the Psalmsbut, in the internal diversity and complexity of the Psalms, the pray-er can also hear the voice of the totus Christus 'taking up' the voices of suffering and lost humanity. Prosopological interpretation, used elsewhere in the ancient world to make sense of texts that were clearly dialogical and contained many voices, was used of the Psalms to make sense of the multiplicity of first-person address as the psalm texts journeyed through salvation-history.
Even the oft-cited and superficially unifying insight that the first-person voice of the Psalms was the totus Christus still required prosopological interpretation to tease out the diversity of first-persons -where did the body of Christ speak and where did Christ speak as the head?
Also apparent in the The Harp of Prophecy, without being explicitly explored, are striking differences of social and ecclesial context -and hence of at least some of the answers to "who speaks the Psalms" and "who hears them spoken" -between the various interpretive texts discussed. At one point we hear the Psalms read as spiritual exercises for monastics or would-be ascetics (Dysinger on Evagrius Ponticus, and Paul R. Kolbet on The latter example is particularly dense in first/second/third-person shifts, as the very localised "I" and "you" of the sermon is woven together with the psalmist's "I", you, we, they, and so forth. One of the questions this raises is how we should understand the pedagogical and transformative use of the Psalms -the exercise of speaking the "I" of the 
